
Home security products 
A small investment into securing your household will not just keep your loved ones 

and valuable possessions protected but will also affect your peace of mind. 

With the right equipment any family can feel at rest and secure. From surveillance 

devices, motion sensors, locks, door and window alarms, it is simple for online 

markets to offer home invasion prevention. 

There are effective home security products for every budget. Deterrence is often 

enough, and many of the following solutions can be used in apartments, hotel or 

dorm rooms. They come in many forms, from fake cameras to real CCTV, and from 

obvious to the hidden. 

Door security 

Door security can range from high-quality locks such as deadlocks, sashlocks, 

nightlatches, to restrictors, wide-angle door viewers, entrance monitoring devices 

and alarms. 

For as cheap as 5$ you can order a door handle alarm online. It's great for 

detecting sneaky intruders and will notify you if someone is about to touch the door 

handle. 

Door chain is a classic. It has an interesting character to it when viewing your 

guests with a slightly opened door. Now you can even add a door chain mirror to it 

which will be set outside of the door upon a wall and you'll have a full visual when 

someone is at your door. 

Wireless home alarm is a popular and easy to use home security product with no 

need for electricians or specialists. This system uses PIR motion detect technology 

which enables it to detect intruders from as far as 100 meters away. It has a 

powerful alarm sound and simple options to suit the surveillance area whether it is 

a residential or commercial property. 

Window security 

In the current online market you can order almost any kind of window security 

product to meet any type of window that you own. 

For a cheap price of 4$ you can get a magnetic window alarm that is suitable for 

all types of windows and can even be used on doors. It is simple to attach, and 

alerts residents when the window/door is opened. This is a simple and low-cost 

way to secure your home. Although sometimes a simple and a costless method of 

faking can help too. A warning sign that simply says that the area is alarmed can 

help a great deal to deter opportunist thieves from attempting to break into a 

building. 



Window shock alarm is one of the cheapest and most effective methods of 

repelling undesired guests. If someone tries to force or break in through the 

window, the 110dBs alarm will sound to shock and deter the intruder. This alarm 

can also be used on glass door panels and usually comes with settings for 

sensitivity. 


